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INTRODUCTION
A key sticking point that continues to divide evangelicals is the question over the cessation
versus the continuation of New Testament prophecy.1 At the heart of the debate are the issues
of a closed canon and the New Testament’s role as the final rule for faith and practice. A
number of evangelicals posit two levels of prophecy: an apostolic level that is inerrant and
divinely authoritative and a non-apostolic level that is neither. These further argue that, since
only the non-apostolic level continues beyond the writing of the New Testament, the canon is
not threatened and remains the final rule for faith and practice.2
Wayne Grudem’s The Gift of Prophecy in the New Testament and Today, is commonly
recognized as laying the exegetical foundation for two levels of prophecy and for the
continuation of the non-apostolic level in harmony with a closed canon.3 For that reason, the
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case for the continuation of New Testament prophecy coupled with a closed canon can be
said to rise or fall on the cogency of Grudem’s arguments.
In light of the ongoing debate, a fresh examination of Grudem’s position is in order.
Grudem’s definition of New Testament prophecy serves as the foundation for the discussion
that follows and is presented first. After this, Grudem’s exegetical proofs for two levels of
New Testament prophecy represent the linchpin of his position and are examined next. This
is followed by an assessment of Grudem’s defense for a closed canon. Finally, a conclusion
is offered on whether the debate between cessationism and continuationism is a legitimate
issue that should divide evangelicals.
GRUDEM’S DEFINITION
OF NEW TESTAMENT PROPHECY
Grudem begins his defense by defining New Testament prophecy and distinguishing it from
Old Testament prophecy and apostolic prophecy. He notes that the term “prophecy” along
with its cognates has a range of meanings in biblical and extra-biblical texts and claims that
his definition of New Testament prophecy fits within that range. He defines New Testament
prophecy or what he calls ordinary or congregational prophecy as someone telling something
that God has spontaneously brought to mind.4
More specifically, ordinary New Testament prophecy communicates in merely human words
a fresh revelation from the Spirit.5 Grudem is careful to distinguish New Testament prophecy
from preaching and teaching in that preaching and teaching are not based on a fresh
revelation from the Spirit. Rather, preaching and teaching are simply an explanation or
application of Scripture, that is, they are based on revelation that has been inscripturated in
the canon.6
At the same time, Grudem notes the similarities between what he defines as ordinary New
Testament prophecy and what the New Testament describes as Spirit illumination. In fact, he
appears sympathetic to equating the two, but does not actually take that step.7 The difference
would seem to be that illumination provides a proper assessment and application of Scripture,
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whereas ordinary New Testament prophecy provides new or fresh revelation.8 The real issue
with his definition is his understanding of how ordinary New Testament prophecy differs
from Old Testament and apostolic prophecy.
Grudem affirms that all biblical prophecy communicates a revelation from the Spirit. The
difference is that, with Old Testament and apostolic prophecy, the revelation from the Spirit
is communicated in the very words of God, is inerrant, and carries divine authority. In
contrast, with ordinary New Testament prophecy the Spirit’s revelation is communicated in
merely human words and, therefore, lacks both inerrancy and divine authority.9 In response,
evangelicals are in essential agreement with Grudem’s definition of Old Testament and
apostolic prophecy.10 What must be determined is whether the New Testament supports
Grudem’s definition of New Testament prophecy and the implications of this for a closed
canon.
A CRITIQUE OF GRUDEM’S ARGUMENTS
FOR TWO LEVELS OF NEW TESTAMENT PROPHECY
Ephesians 2:20 and
Distinguishing Apostolic from Non-apostolic Prophets
Grudem’s case for two levels of New Testament prophecy rests principally on three
arguments. His first argument is that the New Testament distinguishes between apostolic
prophets and non-apostolic prophets. The critical texts for this argument are Ephesians 2:20
and 3:5, with the emphasis falling on 2:20. In Ephesians 2:20, Paul refers to “the apostles and
prophets” as providing the revelatory foundation for the church.11
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The expression in Ephesians 2:20 “the apostles and prophets” represents a plural Granville
Sharp construction. Here, the construction consists of two plural nouns joined by a simple
conjunction and preceded by a single article.12 Grudem is reluctant to allow for two groups in
this verse, i.e., apostles and prophets, because those referred to are said to lay the foundation
for the church, a foundation, Grudem recognizes, that culminates in the New Testament
canon.
The challenge for Grudem is maintaining the inerrancy of the foundation in 2:20 while, at the
same time, holding that New Testament prophets were errant. His solution is to interpret the
two nouns “apostles and prophets” in this verse as having an identical referent and referring
to a single group, “apostolic prophets.” By interpreting the Granville Sharp construction in
this way, Grudem is able to distinguish these prophets from the ordinary, non-apostolic
prophets mentioned elsewhere in the New Testament. Thus, according to Grudem, only
apostolic prophecy was involved in laying the revelatory foundation for the church and was
inerrant and divinely authoritative.13
The problem with Grudem’s interpretation is that nowhere else in the New Testament does
the plural Granville Sharp construction involving two nouns clearly fit the identical category
and refer to a single group. The two options that are unambiguously attested in the New
Testament for plural nouns are that “apostles and prophets” refer to two distinct groups or
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that the first, “apostles,” is a subset of the second, larger group, “prophets.” In either case, the
two groups are distinguished, not equated as Grudem argues.14
To be fair, variations of the plural Granville Sharp construction involving other than two
nouns are found in the New Testament that fit the identical category and refer to a single
group. As well, there are a few extra-biblical examples of the Granville Sharp construction
involving plural nouns that also fit the identical category and refer to a single group. So, it is
possible that the construction in Ephesians 2:20 can be translated as Grudem does.15
Nevertheless, the grammatical evidence from the New Testament renders this option suspect.
As discussed above, the evidence from the New Testament with two plural nouns favors
taking the expression as referring to two groups, apostles and prophets, both engaged in
laying the revelatory foundation for the church that culminated in the New Testament canon.
And, if that is the case, the revelation provided by “the apostles and prophets” would
necessarily be authoritative and inerrant. In other words, if the canon is inerrant and divinely
authoritative, as Grudem argues, then so must be the revelatory ministries of the apostles and
prophets who contributed to the laying of that foundation. In short, the grammatical evidence
weighs against Grudem’s translation.16
Sensing the tension with his interpretation, Grudem responds on several occasions, saying
that Ephesians 2:20 is not critical to his argument.17 However, in his own words, Grudem
conveys the significance of this passage for his position:
Some have argued that Ephesians 2:20 shows what all New Testament prophets were
like, and, furthermore, that the unique ‘foundational’ role of the prophets in Ephesians
14
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2:20 means that they could speak with authority equal to the apostles and equal to
Scripture…. This is an important question, because if everyone with the gift of prophecy
in the New Testament church did have this kind of absolute divine authority, then we
would expect this gift to die out as soon as the writings of the New Testament were
completed and given to the churches.18
To counter the implications of his own words, Grudem adds a disclaimer. Even if the
prophets in Ephesians 2:20 and 3:5 are equal to the apostles in authority, he would simply
postulate a third category of ordinary, congregational prophets who do not share this level of
authority. In other words, Grudem would respond by saying that what Paul declares about
prophets in Ephesians 2:20 and 3:5 would not apply to prophets elsewhere in the New
Testament.19
With his counter-proposal, Grudem attempts to distinguish the prophets mentioned in Eph
2:20 and 3:5 from those in Eph 4:11 and elsewhere in the NT. He argues that only the
prophets in Eph 2:20 and 3:5 were “foundational” prophets. These alone were involved in
laying the revelatory foundation for the church, unveiling the mystery of the equality of Jew
and Gentile in the body of Christ. As “foundational,” their prophecies necessarily were
inerrant and divinely authoritative. In contrast, the prophets mentioned in Eph 4:11 and
elsewhere were not “foundational.” These were ordinary congregational prophets who were
neither inerrant nor divinely authoritative.
Grudem supports his counter-proposal based on grammar and context. In terms of grammar,
he points to the single article in Eph 2:20 and 3:5 as linking the prophets with the apostles
and the repetition of the article in Eph 4:11 as distinguishing the prophets from the apostles.
In terms of context, he argues that Paul addresses the universal church in Eph 2 and 3 and
discusses the role of a select number of prophets who, with the apostles, provided
“foundational” revelation. Conversely, in Eph 4:11 and elsewhere, Paul addresses local
congregations and discusses the role of ordinary prophets in providing “non-foundational”
revelation.20
In response, neither the grammar nor the context supports Grudem’s distinction. As discussed
above, Paul lists two groups in Eph 2:20 and 3:5, apostles and prophets, who were
instrumental in laying the revelatory foundation for the church. In Eph 4:11, Paul lists five
groups, including apostles and prophets, whom God has given to local churches for
instruction and edification. What must be understood is that the function of the apostles and
prophets in giving special revelation to local congregations in Eph 4:11 was part of and
necessary to their role in providing special revelation for the universal church in Eph 2:20
and 3:5.
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One need look no further than the NT epistles for evidence of this dual role. The NT epistles
were written by and large to local congregations for instruction and edification. Yet, at the
same time, they were written to provide the revelatory foundation for the church.
Furthermore, if this dual role is true for the apostles, it must be true for the prophets as well.
Paul lists both apostles and prophets in Eph 2:20 and 3:5 as laying the revelatory foundation
for the church and in 4:11 as contributing to the edification of local churches. In other words,
the ministries of the apostles and prophets to local congregations were part and parcel with
their ministries to the universal church.21
To restate the point, Ephesians 2:20 is a critical text in this discussion and the evidence
points to two distinct groups, apostles and prophets, who together lay the revelatory
foundation for the church. As such, the revelatory foundation provided by both apostles and
prophets is on an equal footing in that the entire foundation is inerrant and divinely
authoritative. Furthermore, what Paul says about prophets in Ephesians 2:20 is true of the
prophetic gift elsewhere in the New Testament.
1 Corinthians 14:29 and
Testing of New Testament Prophets
Grudem’s second argument for two levels of prophecy in the New Testament is that the New
Testament directs believers to test or evaluate the prophet’s message in order to sort out the
good from the bad. Such directives, Grudem insists, are in conflict with the concept of
inerrant prophecy that has divine authority. Consequently, these directives calling for an
evaluation of the prophet’s message distinguish New Testament prophecy from both Old
Testament prophecy and from apostolic prophecy.22
Grudem acknowledges that there are passages in the New Testament requiring believers to
test the prophets and that these passages are similar to passages in the Old Testament calling
for national Israel to do the same. Furthermore, Grudem recognizes that the requirement in
these passages is clearly levied for the purpose of discerning the true prophet from the false.23
However, Grudem adds, there are other commands in the New Testament, not found in the
Old Testament, that call for sorting through individual prophecies to separate what is of value
from what is not. He concludes from this that ordinary New Testament prophecy contains a
mixture of truth and error. As such, it lacks divine authority and, in that sense, is distinct
from both Old Testament and apostolic prophecy.
The chief passage Grudem points to in defense of this argument is 1 Corinthians 14:29. There
Paul commands, “Let two or three prophets speak, and let the others pass judgment.”
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According to Grudem, the directive “pass judgment” means that the members of the
congregation in Corinth were to sift through the content of individual prophecies to
distinguish what was true from what was false.24
Grudem’s interpretation of this verse rests on his understanding of the context of the passage
and on the verb Paul employs. The context, Grudem argues, has in view prophets who are
members of the Corinthian congregation and who have already been approved by the
congregation as true prophets. Thus, in 1 Corinthians 14:29, Paul is not directing the
congregation to pass judgment on the credentials of these prophets. That, according to
Grudem, has already taken place. Rather, Paul is prescribing a scrutiny of each prophecy to
glean that which is accurate and profitable from that which is not.25
In addition, the verb Paul uses in 1 Corinthians 14:29, according to Grudem, further supports
this understanding of the verse. It is a compound form that carries the idea of “making
distinctions” or “carefully evaluating,” weighing an item to distinguish the good from the
bad. Grudem asserts that had Paul intended with this verse a testing of the prophets
themselves to discern the true from the false the simple form of the verb meaning “to judge”
would have been employed rather than the compound form Paul uses.26
In response, neither the context of the passage nor the verb used by Paul incontrovertibly
support Grudem’s interpretation. Grudem acknowledges that for a prophet to be accepted as a
true prophet in the New Testament, his or her prophecies would first be examined—as was
the case in the Old Testament. Were their prophecies found to be true, that is, nothing false or
out of harmony with God’s word, that prophet would then be recognized as a true prophet.27
That being the case, how is it that, once approved, a true prophet could speak that which was
erroneous? In other words, if conformity to divine truth is the criterion for judging a true
prophet, then, by definition, a true prophet could not prophesy that which was false and still
be classified a true prophet. Grudem cannot have it both ways. He cannot have the prophets
in 1 Corinthians 14:29 be true prophets and, at the same time, argue that their prophecies
could contain error such that the Corinthians needed to sift the good from the bad.28
24
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Furthermore, the verb Paul employs in 1 Corinthians 14:29 has a wider semantic range than
the meaning Grudem assigns for that verse, as Grudem recognizes.29 It can carry the sense
that Grudem gives it in 1 Corinthians 14:29, that of examining something to sift the good
from the bad. However, it can also have the sense of examining something to judge the
overall value of that which is examined. Paul uses it in the latter sense in 1 Corinthians 4:7 of
judging one person superior to another, and in 1 Corinthians 11:29 of a failure to judge the
proper use and purpose of the Lord’s Supper from an improper one.30
Thus, the verb in 1 Corinthians 14:29 could easily refer to distinguishing a true prophet from
a false prophet by weighing the accuracy of each prophecy. This is precisely how Paul uses
the cognate noun in 1 Corinthians 12:10, where the idea is that of discerning between true
and false prophets based on the content of their prophecies.31
Grudem points to 1 Thessalonians 5:20–21, “Do not despise prophetic utterances, but
examine everything carefully,” as the key parallel to support his interpretation of 1
Corinthians 14:29.32 Yet the verb used in 1 Thessalonians 5:21 is the same verb used in 1
John 4:1 where John says, “Test the spirits to see whether they are from God, because many

As well, Grudem must also distinguish between passages that call for testing New Testament prophets to
identify the true from the false with what he understands Paul is directing in 1 Cor 14:29. According to Grudem,
“The other passages give warnings of strangers coming to the church from outside (Matt 7:15; 1 John 4:1, 3; note
also Didache 11.5, 6) and provide criteria by which they could be tested” (ibid., 58).
In describing the nature of this criterion, however, he adds, “Elsewhere in the New Testament, the criterion for
evaluation of public speech in the churches seems always to have been conformity to Scripture or received teaching
(Acts 17:11; 1 Cor 14:37–38; Gal 1:8; 1 John 4:2–3, 6), and we expect that that would be the standard used here [1
Cor 14:29] as well” (ibid., 61). If the criteria for discerning a true prophet from a false prophet is conformity to
Scripture or received teaching—a true prophet is one whose prophecies conform—how is it that a prophet once
approved could then prophesy that which did not conform to Scripture or received teaching?
Furthermore, whatever contribution the Didache and others of this genre offer for understanding New
Testament prophecy is mitigated by the fact that they are post-apostolic and non-canonical, and the normative nature
of their teaching is contested. For discussion, see F. David Farnell, “The Current Debate about New Testament
Prophecy,” Bibliotheca Sacra 149 (July–September 1992): 284–88; idem, “Does the New Testament Teach Two
Prophetic Gifts?” Bibliotheca Sacra 150 (January–March 1993): 66–72; Grudem, The Gift of Prophecy, 87–88.
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false prophets have gone out into the world.” Clearly the verb in 1 John 4:1 has the idea of
testing the prophets to judge the true from the false, as Grudem acknowledges.33
In light of all of this, it is difficult to see how the testing in 1 Corinthians 14:29 is any
different from what is found elsewhere in the New Testament or, for that matter, from what
was required of Old Testament prophets. The reason and need for these tests, whether in the
Old Testament or in the New, is the presence of false prophets. The requirement to test the
prophets in the Old Testament does not suggest that true prophets were fallible or lacking
divine authority. It only demonstrated that there were false prophets who were claiming to be
true prophets of God and who needed to be exposed. The same problem of false prophets is
found in the New Testament, and the call to test the prophets by Paul or others simply
confirms that fact.
Acts 21:10–11 and
Errant New Testament Prophecies
The third argument Grudem employs in defense of two levels of New Testament prophecy is
that there are instances in Acts where New Testament prophets prophesied something that
was in fact not true. Central to this argument is the prophecy by Agabus recorded in Acts
21:10–11. In Acts 21:10–11 the prophet Agabus warns Paul about the dangers awaiting the
apostle in Jerusalem, declaring to Paul that the words of his warning are the words of the
Holy Spirit.
Commenting on this prophecy, Grudem declares, “The events of the narrative itself do not
coincide with the kind of accuracy that the Old Testament requires for those who speak
God’s words. In fact, by Old Testament standards, Agabus would have been condemned as a
false prophet, because in Acts 21:27–35 neither of his predictions are [sic] fulfilled”34
Specifically, Agabus says that the Jews would bind Paul and deliver him to the Gentiles,
whereas, it is the Gentiles who actually bind the apostle, not the Jews. Furthermore, the Jews
do not hand Paul over to the Romans; the Romans forcefully take Paul away from the Jews.
Because of these discrepancies and despite the fact that Agabus attributes his words to the
Holy Spirit, Grudem concludes that this prophecy must not be taken as inerrant, divinely
authoritative communication.35
In response, Acts 21:11 can be interpreted where no such errors are found. From the larger
context, it can be seen that the Jews in Jerusalem are the ultimate cause of Paul’s
incarceration by the Gentiles.36 And, if that be the case, the prophecy is fully exonerated in
33
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that the words of Agabus conform to the actual events that take place. In other words,
according to the larger context, it is the actions of the Jews against Paul that ultimately led
the Gentile authorities to incarcerate the apostle—just as Agabus had predicted.37
Furthermore, this interpretation is the same one that Paul himself endorses in Acts 28:17. In
explaining to the Jews in Rome the circumstances behind his arrest, Paul says, “I was
delivered as a prisoner from Jerusalem into the hands of the Romans.” Although Paul does
not specifically identify who it was that delivered him, the larger context argues that it was
the violent treatment by the Jews in Jerusalem that resulted in Paul’s being taken into custody
by the Romans (cf. Acts 21:30–33; 24:6; 26:21).38
Recognizing the tension with Paul’s interpretation of the events, Grudem attempts to distance
Paul’s explanation of his arrest in Acts 28:17 from the prophecy by Agabus in Acts 21:10–
11. Grudem argues that Paul is describing his subsequent transfer into the Roman judicial
system, not his original incarceration in Jerusalem. Thus, says Grudem, Paul’s explanation
and the prophecy by Agabus are not addressing the same event.39
But Grudem’s explanation is difficult to square with the other accounts recorded in Acts of
Paul’s initial arrest. For example, in Acts 24:5–8 the Jewish lawyer Tertullus, representing
the Jewish authorities in Jerusalem, describes to Felix the account of Paul’s initial arrest.
Addressing Felix, Tertullus states, “For we have found this man…a fellow who stirs up
dissension among all the Jews throughout the world, and a ringleader of the sect of the
Nazarenes. And he even tried to desecrate the temple; and then we [Jews] arrested him.”40
Thus, Tertullus identifies the Jews as those responsible for Paul’s arrest. In addition, Paul
himself reports the account of his initial arrest to Agrippa and Felix in Acts 26:21, saying,
“For this reason some Jews seized me in the temple and tried to put me to death.”
Assuming for the moment Grudem’s distinction between inerrant apostolic prophets and
errant non-apostolic prophets, Grudem’s interpretation creates a further tension. According to
Grudem’s understanding of the prophecy, Paul, an apostolic prophet, must also be in error in
that his interpretation of the events essentially coincides with the prophecy by Agabus. If
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Agabus is wrong, then Paul must be wrong as well. Grudem cannot argue for the one and
then deny the other.
However, the evidence from the larger context and from Paul’s own interpretation of the
events fully supports the accuracy and the authority of the prophecy by Agabus. In addition,
the formula Agabus uses to introduce his prophecy, “This is what the Holy Spirit says,” is
wholly consistent with this conclusion. With this formula, Agabus identifies the Holy Spirit
as the author and source of his prophecy.41
Sensing the problems the formula poses for his position, Grudem offers three possible
explanations in an attempt to mitigate the force of the formula attributing the words of the
prophet to the Holy Spirit. He eventually opts for taking the formula to mean “not that the
very words of the prophecy were from the Holy Spirit but only that the content generally had
been revealed by the Spirit.” Yet in taking this option, he admits, “The problem with this
solution is that the phrase…is used frequently in the Greek translation of the Old Testament
(the Septuagint) to introduce the words of the Lord in the Old Testament prophets (‘Thus
says the Lord…’).”42
Grudem then follows this admission by adding that the exact words used, “Thus says the
Holy Spirit,” are never used elsewhere to preface Old Testament prophetic speech. He
concludes from this that the formula does not necessarily introduce the very words of God.
His conclusion, based on the distinction between “thus says the Lord” and “thus says the
Holy Spirit,” appears motivated by other than linguistic considerations. In short, the
difference Grudem defends is difficult to maintain in light of the obvious correspondence
between the two formulas.
In that Agabus’ prophecy in Acts 21:10–11 is Grudem’s chief example of errant New
Testament prophecy, he has failed to make his case. Consequently, there is no compelling
evidence that New Testament prophecy is different from Old Testament prophecy or, for that
matter, from apostolic prophecy. New Testament apostles and New Testament prophets
prophesied on only one level. Furthermore, that one level was nothing less than fully inerrant
and divinely authoritative.
AN ASSESSMENT OF GRUDEM’S ARGUMENTS
FOR A CLOSED CANON
According to Grudem, the canon consists of writings God authored through individuals
whom he has appointed to speak for him. To be canonical, then, a written revelation must
represent the very words of God, be inerrant, and carry divine authority.43 He notes that in
41
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the Old Testament, those so appointed were prophets and, in the New Testament, apostles (or
those closely associated with them). He further argues that with the writing of Revelation and
the subsequent death of the last apostle, John, the canon was formally closed.44 For the
church, then, the canon consists of the writings God has authored and providentially
preserved in the Protestant Bible.45
There is a sense in which Grudem’s understanding of New Testament prophecy allows him
to have the best of two worlds. Grudem has argued that New Testament prophecy is ongoing.
Those who champion the position that some, if not all, of the revelatory New Testament gifts
are available today find common ground and support in Grudem’s arguments. Grudem has
also argued that ongoing New Testament prophecy is errant and lacks divine authority. Those
committed to guarding a closed canon can rest easy in that ongoing prophecy is not a threat.
Errant ongoing prophecy that lacks divine authority cannot unlock an inerrant, divinely
authoritative canon.46
However, Grudem’s defense of ongoing prophecy coupled with a closed canon faces two
seemingly insurmountable obstacles. The first obstacle is that Grudem has failed to make his
case for New Testament prophecy that is errant and lacking divine authority. As has been
seen, the evidence speaks unequivocally in support of the inerrancy and authority of New
Testament prophecy. Thus, Grudem is faced with a conundrum. If New Testament prophecy
is ongoing, then the canon cannot be closed. Or, if the canon is closed, then there can be no
continuing New Testament prophecy.
Grudem recognizes the far reaching implications for his position, if in fact New Testament
prophecy has divine authority. As mentioned earlier, he makes a telling comment on the
interpretation of Ephesians 2:20 that takes “the apostles and prophets” as two groups, both
providing divinely authoritative revelation: “If everyone with the gift of prophecy in the New
Testament church did have…absolute divine authority, then we would expect this gift to die
out as soon as the writings of the New Testament were completed and given to the
churches.”47 Yet the divine authority of New Testament prophecy is precisely what the
evidence points to from this passage and the rest of the New Testament.
The second obstacle Grudem faces, somewhat parallel to the first, is the disjunction his
position creates between God giving special revelation to a prophet and God giving
revelation that lacks divine authority. Grudem acknowledges that New Testament prophets
received special revelation from God. Even assuming Grudem’s own understanding that the
prophet was sometimes in error when communicating that revelation, what about those
occasions when the prophet got it right? Would not his prophecy have divine authority on
those occasions when the prophet communicated it accurately? Unfortunately, Grudem does
not address this question.
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Yet, this question is central to the debate. If New Testament prophets received special
revelation, as Grudem argues, and the prophet communicated it accurately, as Grudem
allows, in what sense would that revelation lack divine authority? Special revelation
necessarily involves God’s revealing or communicating truth to the prophet. Thus, by
definition, special revelation from God inherently carries divine authority, an authority
identical to that of the New Testament. And, if that be the case, then either New Testament
prophecy ceased with the writing of the New Testament and the canon is closed or New
Testament prophecy continues and the canon is open. There simply is no middle ground,
Grudem’s arguments notwithstanding.
CONCLUSION
The question remains whether the debate between continuationists and cessationists is
legitimate grounds for dividing evangelicals. At the risk of oversimplification, the question
really involves the importance of a closed canon. As argued above, there is only one level of
New Testament prophecy and that level necessarily involves the communication of special
revelation that is inerrant and has divine authority. Evangelicals committed to continuing
New Testament prophecy, in effect, must have an open canon, whether they recognize this or
not.
Perhaps the best way to answer the question on the importance of a closed canon is to reflect
on the implications of an open canon. As mentioned at the outset, if New Testament
prophecy continues and the canon is open, then the New Testament cannot be the final rule
for faith and practice. Furthermore, if prophecy continues, then this new revelation can add to
and even change the revelation that has been recorded in the New Testament. What is argued
here is not that new revelation corrects previous revelation. Special revelation from God, by
definition, is both authoritative and inerrant. Therefore, there can be no correcting of
previous revelation by new revelation.
What is being argued, however, is that new revelation can clarify, add to, or even make
changes to previous revelation. This is precisely what took place with the New Testament.
Revelation recorded in the New Testament added to and clarified truth from the previous
revelation recorded in the Old Testament. For example, the content of the gospel that must be
believed in order to be saved became clearer and more precise with the coming of the New
Testament. No longer is it sufficient to believe in God’s promised redeemer. Now one must
believe in Jesus of Nazareth for salvation.48
In addition, the revelation recorded in the New Testament also made changes to the
revelation recorded in the Old Testament: no longer are sacrifices offered; no longer is
Saturday the day for corporate worship; no longer are the dietary restrictions valid. Thus,
ongoing prophecy can have profound implications for faith and practice.
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Evangelicals committed to ongoing prophecy are brothers and sisters in Christ, members of
the household of faith, and co-laborers in the gospel. As such, they are to be loved as Christ
loved the church. Furthermore, individual fellowship among all believers is to be cherished
and pursued in order to protect the unity of the Spirit (Eph 4:1‒3).
At the same time, the profound implications of continuing New Testament prophecy are such
that some limitations in levels of fellowship must be acknowledged. The relationship
between cessationists and continuationists in terms of fellowship is not simply an all or
nothing proposition. Some restrictions involving ministry with those who hold to the
continuation of New Testament prophecy must be recognized. Furthermore, warnings by
cessationists over these issues must continue in order to underscore the importance of a
closed canon and to guard the New Testament as the final rule for faith and practice.

